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Abstract— As an example of a systematic procedure for
evaluating UMTS downlink DSP functions for adaptivity
we study bit-error-rate performance tradeoffs between the
spreading factor, the symbol constellation size and the num-
ber of used Rake fingers in UMTS despreading and demodu-
lation. After an overview of the DSP functions that are used
in UMTS downlink transmission and reception we present a
usage scenario for studying the described tradeoffs. In the
usage scenario three UMTS physical channel configurations,
with different spreading factors and constellation sizes, are
used to transport packet-data with a rate of 960 kbps over
the ITU Pedestrian B multipath channel. The bit-error-rate
performance of the different physical channel configurations
is evaluated for a range of signal-to-noise ratios by means of
simulations. The simulation results indicate that the physi-
cal channel configuration that is used, and thus the spread-
ing factor and constellation size, should be chosen based on
the required bit-error-rate and the requirements of the other
data streams in the cell. The simulation results also show
that the number of used Rake fingers can be chosen adap-
tively to optimize a tradeoff between bit-error-rate and re-
quired processing power in the low signal-to-noise ratio re-
gion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Third generation mobile wireless communication sys-
tems, such as for example UMTS, have to support widely
varying types of traffic, ranging from data traffic through
voice traffic to multimedia traffic. These varying types of
traffic pose varying demands on the data rates and qual-
ity of service (QoS) that the communication system has
to provide. Since Internet and multimedia traffic is asym-
metric, data rates and QoS in the downlink (base station to
mobile terminal) of the communication system are consid-
ered the most important. Due to the nature of the mobile
wireless channel, the mobile wireless communication sys-
tem has to meet the demands for data rates and QoS under
widely varying channel conditions. In order to do this effi-
ciently, the communication system will have to be able to

adapt to the required data rates and quality of service, as
well as to the channel conditions.

In the Adaptive Wireless Networking (AWGN) project
[1] we therefor aim to:
1. Develop adaptive digital signal processing (DSP) tech-
nologies that can be used in the physical layer of the
UMTS downlink including its high speed downlink packet
access (HSDPA) mode.
2. Map the developed adaptive DSP technologies to a het-
erogeneous reconfigurable architecture [2].
To achieve the first goal, we systematically evaluate the
DSP functions that are used in the UMTS downlink for
adaptivity using the following procedure:
1. Identify a DSP function in the UMTS downlink to eval-
uate for adaptivity.
2. Select a usage scenario, that defines the traffic type,
data rate, QoS requirements and the channel conditions,
for which the selected DSP function should be evaluated
for adaptivity.
3. Assess the opportunities for adaptivity that exist for the
selected DSP function in the selected usage scenario, for
example by simulation.
As an example of this evaluation procedure we have started
with the evaluation of adaptivity in the downlink despread-
ing and demodulation functions of UMTS. More specifi-
cally, in this paper, we study bit-error-rate (BER) perfor-
mance tradeoffs between spreading factor, symbol constel-
lation size and the number of Rake fingers that can be ex-
ploited for adaptivity.

A general description of UMTS downlink transmission
is given in Section II. Section III briefly describes the
multipath radio channel that the transmitted UMTS sig-
nal experiences. Section IV gives a general description of
UMTS downlink reception. In Section V the usage sce-
nario in which the BER performance tradeoffs between
spreading factor, symbol constellation size and the num-
ber of Rake fingers are studied, is described. Section VI
describes the simulator that has been developed to evaluate
the despreading and demodulation functions for adaptivity.
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Fig. 1. DSP functions in UMTS downlink transmission

In Section VII the simulation results that were obtained
are discussed. Finally in Section VIII the conclusions that
can be drawn from the obtained simulation results, regard-
ing exploitation of bit-error-rate performance tradeoffs be-
tween spreading factor, symbol constellation size and the
number of Rake fingers for adaptivity are given.

II. UMTS DOWNLINK TRANSMISSION

In this section an overview is given of the DSP func-
tions that are used in UMTS downlink transmission. A
schematic representation of the order in which these DSP
functions are executed is given in Fig. 1.

In UMTS the data generated at higher layers is carried
over the air with transport channels, which are mapped
in the physical layer to different physical channels [3].
The downlink physical channel types that are relevant to
the subject of this paper are the common pilot channel
(CPICH), dedicated physical data Channel(s) (DPDCH),
physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH) and high
speed physical downlink shared channel (HS-PDSCH).
The DPDCH, PDSCH and HS-PDSCH can all be used to
carry packet-data traffic, the DPDCH can be used to carry
voice traffic as well, while the CPICH carries known pilot
symbols. The HS-PDSCH is only available in the HSDPA
mode of UMTS. A transport channel can be mapped to a
number of physical channels, or a physical channel can be
shared by a number of transport channels, depending on
the data rates of the transport channels and the data rates
of the available physical channels.

Before the transport channels are mapped to the physical
channels CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) attachment,
channel coding, interleaving and other operations are per-
formed on the transport channel data [4]. These operations
are however not relevant to the subject of this paper and
will therefor not be described in more detail.

After the transport channels are mapped to the physical
channels the data on the physical channels is modulated.
The modulation that can be used depends on the physical
channel. On DPDCHs and PDSCHs only QPSK modula-
tion can be used [5]. On the HS-PDSCH QPSK as well
as 16 QAM modulation can be used. Which modulation is
used on the HS-PDSCH is controlled by an adaptive mod-

ulation and coding (AMC) algorithm [6].
UMTS is a wideband direct-sequence code division

multiple access (DS-CDMA) system, i.e. user information
symbols are spread over a wide bandwidth by multiplying
the user symbols with quasi-random bits (called chips). In
the case of UMTS the complex symbols on the modulated
physical channels are spread to a chip-rate of 3.84 Mcps
using orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) chan-
nelization codes [5][7]. The channelization codes are used
for separation of the different downlink physical channels
within one cell. In each cell the same set of OVSF channel-
ization codes is used. The data rate of the physical channel
determines the spreading factor (SF) that is used to spread
the physical channel. UMTS supports data rates ranging
from 15 kbps to 1920 kbps for DPDCHs corresponding
with SFs ranging from 512 to 4 and data rates ranging from
30 kbps to 1920 kbps for PDSCHs, corresponding with
SFs ranging from 256 to 4. The SF of the HS-PDSCH is
always 16, so to change the data rate of the HS-PDSCH the
modulation or the coding rate of the channel code must be
changed. The number of available OVSF spreading codes
with a given SF is equal to the SF, so the number of avail-
able physical channels with a given data rate is limited.
Since the processing gain is directly related to the SF the
data rate of the physical channel also determines its robust-
ness against interference and noise.

The spread chips on the physical channels are multiplied
with the gain factors corresponding with the physical chan-
nels and the physical channels are summed. The resulting
signal is scrambled by multiplication with a 38400 chip
(10 ms) long Gold scrambling code [5]. The scrambling
operation does not affect the transmission bandwidth, but
is necessary for separation of the different cells in a UMTS
network. The number of scrambling codes that can be used
in the UMTS downlink is limited to 512 to simplify the cell
search procedure.

Finally the scrambled signal is pulse-shape filtered us-
ing a root-raised cosine filter with a roll-off factor of 0.22
[8]. Pulse-shape filtering is required to limit the used band-
width to 5 MHz and to limit leakage of the transmitted
power into the neighboring carriers. After pulse-shape fil-
tering the signal is converted from digital to analog and
modulated on the carrier waveform in the analog domain.

III. MULTIPATH RADIO CHANNELS

Radio propagation in the land mobile channel is char-
acterized by multiple reflections, diffractions and attenu-
ation of the signal energy. These are caused by natural
obstacles such as buildings, hills, and so on, resulting in
so-called multipath propagation. There are two effects re-
sulting from multipath propagation that affect the transmit-
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Fig. 2. DSP functions in UMTS downlink reception

ted UMTS signal [9]:
1. There may be paths from transmitter to receiver with
a relatively large difference in length. In that case the
signal energy of, for example, a single chip of a UMTS
waveform arrives at the receiver at clearly distinguishable
time instants. The arriving energy is ‘smeared’ into a
certain multipath delay profile. If the time difference of
the multipath components is at least one chip duration a
CDMA receiver can separate those multipath components
and combine them coherently to obtain multipath diversity.
In UMTS the chip duration is 0.26 µs, so the difference in
path lengths must be at least 78 m to obtain multipath di-
versity.
2. For a certain time delay in the multipath delay profile
there are usually many paths nearly equal in length along
which the radio signal travels. For example, paths with a
length difference of half a wavelength (at 2 GHz this is
approximately 7 cm) arrive at virtually the same instant
when compared to the duration of a single chip (which is
78 m at 3.84 Mcps). As a result, signal cancellation, called
fast-fading, takes place as the receiver moves across even
short distances. The statistics of a fast-fading radio signal
are usually well described by the Rayleigh distribution.

IV. UMTS DOWNLINK RECEPTION

In this section an overview is given of the DSP functions
that are used in UMTS downlink reception. A schematic
representation of the order in which these DSP functions
are executed is given in Fig. 2.

After the received UMTS signal is filtered, amplified
and carrier demodulated in the analog domain it is con-
verted to the digital domain. There it is first pulse-shape
filtered with the same root-raised cosine filter as used in
the transmitter.

To coherently combine the multipath components in the
received UMTS signal, a so-called Rake receiver is used.
In a UMTS Rake receiver multiple correlation receivers,
also called Rake fingers, are used for reception of one

downlink physical channel. Each Rake finger is allocated
to a multipath component on which significant energy ar-
rives. The time delays that correspond with these multi-
path components are identified by the path searcher and
are allocated to the available fingers in the Rake receiver
by the finger allocator.

In each Rake finger the pulse-shape filtered received sig-
nal is first descrambled by multiplication with a delayed
version of the Gold scrambling code. The scrambling code
of the cell in which the mobile terminal is currently located
is identified by the cell searcher. The descrambled received
signal is then despread by correlating with a delayed ver-
sion of the OVSF channelization code of the downlink
physical channel that the Rake receiver is set to receive.
Both the scrambling code and the channelization code are
delayed with the time delay of the multipath component
that is allocated to the Rake finger.

The effects of the fast-fading process on the amplitude
and phase of the symbols on a Rake finger have to be
removed before the symbols of the different fingers of
the Rake receiver can be combined. By despreading the
CPICH in each Rake finger as well and comparing the re-
sulting symbols with the pilot symbols that are known to
be transmitted on the CPICH, the effects of the fast-fading
process on amplitude and phase can be tracked. This pro-
cess is known as channel estimation. Now that the ef-
fects of the fast-fading process on amplitude and phase are
known, these effects can be removed from the symbols of
the other downlink physical channels.

The fast-fading compensated symbols of the different
Rake fingers can then be simply summed together to re-
cover the energy across all resolved multipaths. This pro-
cessing is called maximal ratio combining (MRC).

The maximal ratio combined symbols can then be de-
modulated using a QPSK or 16 QAM demodulator de-
pending on the downlink physical channel type and the
used modulation. After application of de-interleaving,
channel decoding, CRC checking and other operations on
the demodulated bits, the data bits that have been trans-
ported across the UMTS physical layer are passed on to
the higher layers.

V. USAGE SCENARIO

In this section the usage scenario that we have chosen to
evaluate the BER performance tradeoffs between spread-
ing factor, symbol constellation size and the number of
Rake fingers in the downlink despreading and demodula-
tion functions of UMTS is described.
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A. Traffic Type, Data rate and QoS

Since we want to evaluate the BER performance trade-
offs of varying the symbol constellation size we have to use
a HS-PDSCH, since this is the only physical channel on
which QPSK and 16 QAM modulation can be used. This
implicitly means that we are choosing packet-data traffic,
because that is the only traffic type that is transported over
the HS-PDSCH. However, the traffic type is not relevant
to the results presented in this paper.

We have chosen a data rate of 960 kbps. This is the data
rate of a single HS-PDSCH using 16 QAM modulation.
A data rate of 960 kbps can also be achieved by a single
DPDCH or PDSCH with SF 8, or by two HS-PDSCH us-
ing QPSK modulation. As already stated in Section II the
modulation used on the HS-PDSCH is controlled by adap-
tive modulation and coding and will therefor change over
time, depending on the channel conditions. In this paper
it is however assumed that the modulation is either set to
QPSK or 16 QAM modulation and does not change over
time. For despreading and demodulation the PDSCH has
exactly the same properties as the DPDCH, therefor only
the DPDCH is considered in the rest of this paper. Since
the SF of the HS-PDSCH is fixed at 16, comparison of the
two HS-PDSCH physical channel configuration with the
single SF 8 DPDCH configuration allows evaluation of the
influence of the spreading factor on the BER performance.
Comparison of the two HS-PDSCH configuration, that
uses QPSK modulation, with the single HS-PDSCH con-
figuration, that uses 16 QAM modulation, allows evalua-
tion of the influence of the symbol constellation size on the
BER performance. The influence of the number of Rake
fingers on the bit-error-rate performance can be evaluated
in all three of the described physical channel configura-
tions. Evaluation of the influence of the number of Rake
fingers on the BER performance in the two HS-PDSCH
configuration is however the most interesting. In the two
HS-PDSCH configuration a Rake receiver is used for each
HS-PDSCH. If these Rake receivers have the same num-
ber of fingers as the Rake receivers that are used to receive
the single DPDCH or HS-PDSCH configurations, the two
HS-PDSCH configuration requires double the processing
power of the other configurations. By also using half the
number of fingers in the Rake receivers of the two HS-
PDSCH configuration all three of the described channel
configurations can be compared under identical processing
power requirements. The influence of the number of Rake
fingers on the BER performance can now be evaluated by
comparing the two HS-PDSCH configuration where the
full number of Rake fingers is used to the two HS-PDSCH
where only half the number of Rake fingers is used.

Relative Delay (ns) 0 200 800 1200 2300 3700
Relative Power (dB) 0.0 -0.9 -4.9 -8.0 -7.8 -23.9

TABLE I
MULTIPATH DELAY AND POWER PROFILE OF THE ITU

PEDESTRIAN B CHANNEL MODEL

We do not require a specific QoS but instead we would
like to find out what QoS, expressed in the form of a bit-
error-rate, can be achieved under given channel conditions.

B. Channel Conditions

The data rate of 960 kbps that we have chosen in the pre-
vious sub-section is a relatively high data rate for UMTS.
UMTS is designed to deliver these high data rates to rel-
atively low mobility users. Therefor to evaluate the per-
formance of the despreading and demodulation functions
under realistic circumstances a low mobility radio channel
should be chosen. We have chosen the ITU Pedestrian B
channel model [10] and a velocity of 3 km/h for the mo-
bile terminal. This channel has a relatively large number
of multipaths, compared to other low mobility channels,
which is interesting because we want to study the influ-
ence of the number of Rake fingers on the bit-error-rate
performance. The multipath delay and power profile of
the ITU Pedestrian B channel model is given in Table I. It
is assumed that there is no interference on the radio chan-
nel from the other users in the system. The signal-to-noise
ratio on the channel is varied in the experiments.

VI. SIMULATOR

We have developed a simulator of the UMTS downlink
that can be used to evaluate the performance of the de-
spreading and demodulation functions for the usage sce-
nario described in the previous section. The simulator is
implemented as a command line C++ program that runs
on a PC under Microsoft Windows as well as Linux. It
uses the IT++ mathematics, signal processing and com-
munications library [11]. The simulation results obtained
with the simulator can be easily imported into Matlab for
further analysis and plotting.

The transmitter that is implemented in the simulator
generates a pulse-shape filtered UMTS waveform that can
consist of one or multiple downlink physical channels.
These downlink physical channels are all scrambled with
the same scrambling code, however each physical channel
can have its own physical channel type, SF and relative
power setting. The relative power setting determines the
fraction of the total available transmitter power that is used
by the physical channel. In addition to the physical chan-
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nels described in Section II the transmitter in the simula-
tor can also generate the primary common control phys-
ical channel (P-CCPCH), the secondary common control
physical channel (S-CCPCH), the paging indicator chan-
nel (PICH) and the synchronization channel (SCH). These
properties of the simulated transmitter allow the simulator
to generate a realistic transmitted signal of a UMTS base
station.

The developed simulator can simulate multipath Addi-
tive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channels, as well as
multipath Rayleigh fading channels, with a variable num-
ber of paths and a variable multipath delay and power pro-
file. The fading rate of the multipath Rayleigh fading chan-
nel can be controlled by specifying the velocity of the mo-
bile terminal. These two channels types make it possible
to simulate the UMTS downlink under ideal single path
AWGN, as well as realistic, for example ITU Pedestrian
B, channel conditions.

The receiver that is implemented in the simulator can
descramble, despread and demodulate multiple downlink
physical channels, using a Rake receiver for each chan-
nel. The number of fingers of each Rake receiver can be
specified. To realistically model an actual UMTS receiver,
cell-search, path-search and channel estimation algorithms
are implemented in the simulated receiver. It is also pos-
sible to specify the scramble code used by the transmitter,
the multipath delay profile of the channel and the chan-
nel realization to the receiver. In that case the cell-search,
path-search and channel estimation functions are not used.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

The usage scenario in Section V which settings are sum-
marized in Table II, has been simulated using the simula-
tor described in the previous section. The physical channel
configurations that are described in the usage scenario are
simulated separately.

Since the ITU Pedestrian B channel model has six mul-
tipaths, see Table I, the number of fingers of the Rake re-
ceiver(s) in the simulated receiver is set to six as well. This
way the receiver can resolve all multipaths and can obtain
maximum multipath diversity. The two HS-PDSCH phys-
ical channel configuration is simulated with six as well as
3 fingers per Rake receiver to study the influence of the
number of Rake fingers on the BER performance and to
compare this physical channel configuration to the other
physical channel configurations under the same process-
ing power requirements. The scramble code used by the
transmitter, the multipath delay profile of the channel and
the channel realization are all specified to the simulated re-
ceiver, so the simulation results are not influenced by the
performance of the cell-search, path search or channel es-
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timation algorithms.

Each physical channel configuration is simulated for a
number of signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), expressed as ra-
tio of the chip energy of the physical channel Ec and the
power spectral density of the noise N0. For each SNR
2.88 · 106 bits are simulated to determine the BER. The
simulation results for the usage scenario are given in Fig.
3.

All the simulated physical channel configurations show
reasonable BER performance for signal-to-noise ratios
higher than 10dB. The single HS-PDSCH using 16 QAM
modulation, as expected, shows higher BERs than the
other physical channel configurations. But it is important
to remember that the number of available OVSF chanel-
ization codes with a given SF is equal to the SF. So when
a 16 QAM HS-PDSCH is used for 960 kbps packet-data
traffic, 15 other 960 kbps packet-data streams can be used
in the cell. In case a SF 8 QPSK DPDCH or a two QPSK
HS-PDSCH configuration is used for 960 kbps packet-data
traffic only 7 other 960 packet-data streams can be used in
the cell. BERs in the order of 10−2 are usable and can be
improved by using channel coding at the cost of a reduced
user data rate.

The single DPDCH configuration appears to perform
better than the two HS-PDSCH configuration with either
six or three fingers per Rake receiver for SNRs higher than
20dB. However the BER results for SNR higher than 20dB
are not very reliable because with 2.88 · 106 simulated bits
are not enough errors are generated to determine accurate
bit-error-rates in the order of 10−6. So simulations with
more simulated bits should be performed to verify these
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Physical channel configuration Channel Mobile terminal velocity # Rake fingers / channel

Single DPDCH (SF 8, QPSK) ITU Pedestrian B 3 km/h 6
Single HS-PDSCH (SF 16, 16 QAM) ITU Pedestrian B 3 km/h 6
Two HS-PDSCH (SF 16, QPSK) ITU Pedestrian B 3 km/h 6
Two HS-PDSCH (SF 16, QPSK) ITU Pedestrian B 3 km/h 3

TABLE II
SETTINGS USAGE SCENARIO

results.
In the 0 to 10 dB SNR region the 6 finger Rake re-

ceiver for the two HS-PDSCH configuration performs only
slightly better than the 3 finger Rake receiver, while it re-
quires double the processing power. So in this SNR re-
gion using a Rake receiver with a large number of fingers
does not really pay off. In practice the number of fingers
of the Rake receiver that are used depends on the num-
ber of multipaths that the path searcher can find. The path
searcher will probably not be able to find all the multi-
paths of the channel in the lower SNR region. However
the CPICH channel that the path searcher uses to find the
multipaths is usually transmitted at a higher power level
than the HS-PDSCH or other physical data channels. So
the path searcher might still be able to find more multipaths
than it pays off to use.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The physical channel configuration that is used to trans-
mit a packet-data stream with a given data rate, should be
chosen based on the required minimal bit-error-rate of the
data stream and the requirements on data rate and bit-error-
rate of the other data streams that have to be transmitted in
the cell. For low signal-to-noise ratios receiving all re-
solvable multipaths does not result in a large improvement
in bit-error-rate. The required processing power however
does increase linearly with the number of resolved mul-
tipaths. Therefor the number of used Rake fingers, and
thus the number of resolvable multipaths that are used for
reception can be chosen adaptively (small in the low SNR
region, large in the high SNR region) to optimize the trade-
offs between BER requirements and the used processing
power.

In this paper we have shown tradeoffs between spread-
ing factor, symbol constellation size and the number of
used Rake fingers in demodulation and detection in the
UMTS downlink for a given usage scenario. We have in-
dicated how these tradeoffs can be used for adaptivity in
the despreading and demodulation functions of the UMTS
downlink receiver. In future work we would like to con-
tinue to study these tradeoffs in the described and other
usage scenarios, where for example adaptive modulation

is used on the HS-PDSCH. Also we are going to apply our
procedure for systematic evaluation for adaptivity to other
functions in the UMTS downlink.
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